WORD FORMATION:
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
2
Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the ROOT word:

1. Have you ever taken a long __________? FLY
2. Do you get annoyed with __________ tourists when you stay in a hotel? NOISE
3. Do you ever go on trips that are not __________? AFFORD
4. Are people in your country __________ to tourists? HELP
5. Do you have __________ getting by in other languages when you are abroad? DIFFICULT
6. Do you enjoy the __________ to choose where you go on holiday? FREE
7. Have you ever __________ English while you were abroad? SPEAK
8. Do you ever suffer from __________ when you are on holiday? BORE
9. Do you follow __________ from your friends when making travel arrangements? ADVISE
10. Where are you __________ on traveling abroad next year? PLAN
11. How does traveling impact on the __________ environment? NATURE
12. Are there any __________ regions of Europe that you would not travel to? DANGER
13. Does __________ worry you while you are travelling? SAFE
14. Do you ask for __________ at the hotel when you get to a travel destination? INFORM
15. How does your __________ affect the way you travel? PERSON
Answers:

1. Have you ever taken a long flight?
2. Do you get annoyed with noisy tourists when you stay in a hotel?
3. Do you ever go on trips that are not affordable?
4. Are people in your country helpful to tourists?
5. Do you have difficulty getting by in other languages when you are abroad?
6. Do you enjoy the freedom to choose where you go on holiday?
7. Have you ever spoken English while you were abroad?
8. Do you ever suffer from boredom when you are on holiday?
9. Do you follow advice from your friends when making travel arrangements?
10. Where are you planning on traveling abroad next year?
11. How does traveling impact on the natural environment?
12. Are there any dangerous regions of Europe that you would not travel to?
13. Does safety worry you while you are travelling?
14. Do you ask for information at the hotel when you get to a travel destination?
15. How does your personality affect the way you travel?